Dear Sir/ Madam,
In the year 2013 the founding “Wens in Beweging” now Wensambulance Limburg
was built up. This founding makes an effort in transporting ill or bedridden people in
order to perform a (last) wish. The founding has the availability of three ambulances
and works with volunteers only. The founding is completely dependent on donations
and sponsors. For more information, I would like to refer you to our website
www.wensambulancelimburg.nl.
On Sunday the 29th of Mai 2022 “Wensambulance Limburg” organizes the event “112
On Wheels” for the 5th time. The location will be on Brightlands Campus, Greenport
Venlo (The former Floriade area.)
‘112 On Wheels’ is a meeting for old and modern emergency services vehicles from
the Netherlands and abroad. During ‘112 On Wheels’, we want to bring a large
amount of emergency services vehicles together at the Greenport in Venlo.
After paying a small entrance fee the visitors will then be able to look and investigate
these vehicles from up close. In addition, there will be emergency-related services
and organizations presenting themselves to the audience, there will also be several
demonstrations for the public to enjoy.

The money earned by the entrance fee will be fully donated to the founding
‘Wensambulance Limburg’.
We would gladly invite agencies or private owners of emergency services vehicles to
be present with one or more vehicles on ‘112 On wheels”.
If you are willing to give a demonstration we would gladly hear from you. Together we
could then investigate what possibilities there are.
If you want to participate in ‘112 On Wheels’ we would ask you to sign up by sending
us an e-mail at deelnemers@112onwheels.nl or please see our website
www.112onwheels.nl
It’s also possible that you become an invention from one of your Netherlands
colleagues, the names are listed below
Contact person Workgroup Participants:
General:
Paul Bongaerts / Edwin Keersmaekers, deelnemers@112onwheels.nl
Ambulance: Björn Peeters / Joop Deriks,
ambulance@112onwheels.nl
Police:
Joep van de Broek / Luuk Roodbeen politie@112onwheels.nl
Fire depart.: Björn Schoester / Lucien Krul
brandweer@112onwheels.nl
If you have any questions about ‘112 On Wheels’ you can contact us via
info@112onwheels.nl.
We hope to welcome you at ‘112 On Wheels’ on 29th of May 2022. Please come and
support the work of our founding ‘Wensambulance Limburg.
Sincerely,
Organization ‘112 ON WHEELS’
Founding ‘Wensambulance Limburg”
www.112onwheels.nl
info@112onwheels.nl

Frequently asked questions
What requirements should a victim support vehicle have?
An emergency services vehicle should be used now or have been used in the past by
a civil service like the police, fire brigade, or ambulance services. Old vehicles
should be recognizable as emergency services vehicles.
Of course, we are not only interested in vehicles with ‘beacons or sirens’ on 112 On
Wheels. Also, vehicles from other care partners like the Ministry of Defense, tow
services, and other rescue organizations are very welcome.
Why should I go to ‘112 On Wheels’ ?
By your participation, you support our founding, ‘Wens in Beweging’. Furthermore is
‘112 On Wheels’ a great opportunity for you to show your vehicle/ company/
institution or hobby to an enthusiastic public. And finally is ‘112 On Wheels’ is a great
opportunity to meet other relief workers/ collectors or hobbyists.
Could you give us a (financial) compensation if we participate?
One of the main objectives from ‘112 On Wheels’ is to raise money for the founding
‘Wens in Beweging’. We accomplish this by asking for a small entrance fee. With this
money future ‘wish rides’ will be organized. Therefore we don’t want to have any
unnecessary expenses. Offering any financial compensation is therefore not
possible.
Can I have an information or auction stand on 112 On wheels?
A ‘112 market’ will be present at the ‘112 On wheels site’. If you want to have an
information or auction stand we request you to contact us via info@112onwheels.nl.
The organization will then decide if the proposed stand will fit in with the 112 On
Wheels activity and if there is still enough space present.

Can I give a demonstration (with my vehicle) on 112 On wheels?
If you want to give a demonstration we will check the possibilities together with you.
In this case please inform us via info@112onwheels.nl. Besides demonstrations,
there will also be a special ‘Ride along area’. This will be a fenced circuit where
children can catch a ride with an emergency vehicle. This circuit is not suitable for
large vehicles. During the event, you can sign up at the organization stand if you
want to drive your vehicle during a certain time frame in the ‘ride-along area’.
Are there any services at Greenport Venlo?
During ‘112 On Wheels,’ there will be toilets present at the Greenport Venlo.
There will also be options to buy food and drinks at the stands present.
Do I need to stick to my vehicle all day?
No, this is not necessary. You can park your vehicle at a designated parking space
and you can leave personal data, like a telephone number in case of emergency.
Your vehicle should be picked up in time though because no vehicles are allowed to
stay behind after the event.

I want to visit ‘112 On wheels by helicopter, is that possible?
Of course, you are welcome to come by helicopter provided that the helicopter suits
the subject of ‘112 On Wheels’. Especially for this event, some helispots (50x50
meters) will be created on the Green Park area in Venlo. If you need more
information please contact us via info@112onwheels.nl.
Do you have any additional questions?
Please feel free to contact us via (info@112wheels.nl) !
Kind regards,
Organization 112 On Wheels
Stichting Wensambulance Limburg
www.112onwheels.nl
info@112onwheels.nl

